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Best and quietest comfort in 
the world, draught-less and 
minimal height. Ecoclime 
opens up new possibilities.
 

The Ecoclime comfort ceilings consist of panels with integrated supply 

air distribution for indoor climates with comfortable cooling or heating. 

The unique Ecoclime concept offers optimal indoor climates and at the 

same time maximum energy efficiency. The low weight enables easy 

mounting of the climate panels in existing inner roof framework. The 

panels are maintenance-free with a 10-year product warranty. 

ECOCLIME IN BRIEF

The Ecoclime climate panel is based on the 
patented ETX panel: a heat exchanger absorber 
made from plastic with high power in the form of 
a radiation ceiling and integrated supply air unit.

Ecoclime comfort ceilings create a significantly 
more comfortable indoor climate with uniform 
cooling or heating free from uncomfortable 
airstreams. As a result, draught and noise in the 
room have been close to eliminated.

The super-thin ETX panel ensures a low pressure 
drop in the building’s cooling system. Despite the 
low flow rates, high cooling power is generated 
across the full surface of the comfort ceiling. This 
is primarily thanks to efficient heat transfer of 

the ETX panel, which was designed as a special 
polymer material, resulting in extremely low con-
densation temperatures. This enables use of cool 
air by using of compressors, remote generation or 
ground cooling without any condensation issues.

Ecoclime’s passive comfort ceilings have a thick-
ness of a mere 27 mm, whilst the active version 
has a maximum installation height of only 140 
mm. As such, this fully ventilated ceiling boasts 
the lowest mounting height in the market once 
installed. The low mounting height makes it possi-
ble to install comfort cooling in rooms where low 
ceilings previously have prevented such instal-
lations, while in the case of new productions, it 
can contribute to more floors in a given property 
thanks to height savings.

 + Draught-less and silent comfort

 + High energy efficiency  
 thanks to low pressure drops

 + Aesthetically pleasing

 + Easy installation

 + Maintenance-free – can withstand harsh  
 environments without losing power

 + 10-year product warranty

BENEFITS

INVISMA - PASSIVE

 + Function: Radiation panel

 + Mounting height: 27 mm

 + Cooling power: Up to 150 W/m2  
 per panel

 + Size: 1,200 x 600 mm in ceiling

CHARISMA – ACTIVE

 + Function: Convection/radiation panel  
 with supply air

 + Mounting height: 140 mm  
 (100 mm with top connection)

 + Cooling power: Up to 300 W/m2  
 per panel

 + Size: 1,200 x 600 mm in ceiling

 + Air flow:Up to 15 L/sec per panel

 + Pressure range: From 8 to 100 Pa

DIMENSIONING

 + Low CO2 footprint

 + 0% leakage in production

 + Hygienic and odourless

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

Swedish innovation & manufacturing 
Patented design

Effects based on tests from the Swedish 
national testing and research instituteINDOOR CLIMATE

COMFORT CEILINGS

PRODUCT

WARRANTY

10YEAR

 + Very high comfort

 + Low mounting height

 + Very low weight

 + Low condensing temperature

 + High power per square meter

 + Single-unit radiation ceiling  
 and air supply

 + Operational even without  
 any supply air

 + Extremely quiet

 + Adjustable air vents

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
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The Ecoclime comfort panel builds on patented technology comprising 
an ETX energy absorber – a world-wide first, where the high-performance 
absorber is produced from a special polymer material that is also used in 
modern train applications. The ETX is a preferred material used in a variety 
of applications, such as photovoltaic panels and water thermal collectors.

The panel design offers minimal pressure drops on both the air and water 
side. Cold and warm water is circulated through the ETX panel, while its 
surface then absorbs the heat or chill from the air. The unique design of 
the panel contributes to uniform brine distribution inside the panel at any 
time. The ETX panel thus utilizes the high heat transfer properties of the 
brine. The air is distributed into the room using vents mounted at the bot-
tom of the ceiling panels. Additionally, efficient cooling or heating of the 
air also results in low air velocities to further improve the actual cooling/
heating effect per square metre.

ETX panel observed 
through a thermal image 
camera. Here it is obvi-
ous that warm/cold air 
is uniformly distributed 
across the panel surface, 
making it extremely 
effective.

Patented design offering low pressure drops and high power.

ETX™ panel

Traditional modules cool or heat the air inside 
a module/baffle relying on heating/cooling 
batteries and subsequent air blasting into the 
room as ventilation. As such, they depend on 
high air flows to achieve the desired effect.

The Ecoclime solution (more panels with high 
power and low air velocity) offers uniform 
cooling throughout the room. This increases 
personal comfort, while 100% of the area sur-
face can be utilized with unhindered usage of 
the available ceiling height.

TRADITIONAL SOLUTION 

Ecoclime absorbs the heat in the air through 
the panel surface coating. This produces high 
power despite the low air velocity.

With traditional “local cooling” (few baffles/
modules with high air velocity), some areas 
will be perceived as significantly colder and 
draughty compared to the rest of the room.

Ecoclime comfort Ceilings – unique characteristics

BEST INDOOR COMFORT IN THE WORLD

The Ecoclime concept involves the installation of multiple 
panels at lower cost and reduced mounting time than 
traditional cooling baffles. With multiple panels, uniform 
cooling is achieved – without any need for increased air-
flows, state-of-the-art electronics or high water pressures.

To tenants, this results in unrivalled indoor comfort free of 
draught and close to silent. On top, comfort remains the 
same anywhere in the room for maximum utility of the 
entire surface.

MAINTENANCE-FREE, HIGHLY PASSIVE CEILING

The Ecoclime climate panels cool the room air via the 
top and bottom panel surfaces. This has two significant 
benefits:   

 + Maintenance-free – because the air in the room does 
not circulate inside the panel, we have eliminated the 
risk that dust and other particles collect in the panel. This 
allows the panel to withstand harsh environments without 
any loss in efficiency.

 +  High passive power – enables low air flow environ-
mentswhen the premises are not used, and then quick 
temperature reduction when required without creating 
draughty conditions. det uppstår drag. 

No bacteria

ECOCLIME COMFORT CEILINGS

Lower mounting height

PRODUCT

WARRANTY

10YEAR
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For tenants

BEST COMFORT IN THE WORLD

Ecoclime comfort ceilings radically change the indoor climates for the 
better. The Ecoclime concept offers uniform cooling distribution without 
draught and annoying airflows. As a result, draught and noise in the room 
have been close to eliminated.

INCREASED FLEXIBILITY

With traditional “local cooling”, some areas will be perceived as significantly 
colder and draughty compared to the rest of the room. Applying the Eco-
clime solution, the room will be uniformly cooled. This allows 100% use of the 
surface area in the room. In addition, the Ecoclime comfort ceiling can easily 
be moved, expanded or replaced without expensive installation options, fur-
ther promoting the simplicity of this concept. Also, the flexibility in the prem-
ises increases when the cooling panels can be easily moved around inside the 
inner roof without any expensive and complicated installation measures.

For property owners

LOWERED ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND REDUCED ENVIRONMEN-
TAL IMPACT

The super-thin ETX panel ensures a low pressure drop in the build-
ing’s cooling system. Despite the low flow rates, a high cooling effect is 
generated across the entire comfort ceiling surface. This is mainly due to 
efficient heat transfer in the ETX panel. Because the panel is made using 
a special polymer material, used in e.g., modern trains, the condensation 
temperature is low. This allows distribution of remotely cooled water (at 
a lower temperature than traditional cooling baffles can manage) without 
any condensation issues arising. Moreover, all components are 100% 
recyclable.

LOW MOUNTING HEIGHT OPENS UP NEW POSSIBILITIES

Ecoclime’s passive comfort ceilings have a thickness of a mere 27 mm, 
whilst the active version has a maximum installation height of only 140 
mm. As such, this ventilated ceiling boasts the lowest mounting height 
in the market once installed. The low mounting height makes it possible 
to install comfort cooling in rooms where low ceilings previously have 
prevented such installations, while in the case of new productions, it can 
contribute to more floors in a given property thanks to height savings.

For environments where supply air already is available via other sys-
tems, Ecoclime offers a semi-active version with a mounting height of 
only 100 mm. In this case, each ceiling panel is supplied with a built-in 
fan that circulates the air inside the module.

For designers/architects

INCREASED FREEDOM OF CHOICE & NEW POSSIBILITIES

With Ecoclime, architects and designers can embrace a new level of 
freedom and choice since the cooling panels can easily be fitted in 
different inner roof systems. Also, existing ceiling heights can be main-
tained in case of renovations, while the total property height can be 
lowered and more floor levels added on the same plot of land, which is 
yet another way to raise competitiveness.

For installers

QUICK, EASY INSTALLATION

Thanks to its plastic construction, the Ecoclime comfort ceilings are light 
and require no inner ceilings or special mounting. It can be installed in 
existing frameworks/rail systems (e.g. Paroc, Armstrong or Parafon), 
and modules can be connected quickly using Hepworth. The low weight 
also simplifies installation under the roof. No lifting devices required. An 
experienced installer can fit a ceiling panel in a minute or two without 
any additional help.

Ecoclime offers a revolutionary comfort experience. In short, an indoor ceiling with soothing cooling and nu-

merous unique benefits. The highest power, lowest air velocities, neglectable noise levels, minimum mounting 

height and lowest weight – not to mention easy assembly and basically maintenance-free. These features pro-

vide the best work environment at the lowest cost and least energy consumption.

Top comfort that respects the environment and your wallet.
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Low mounting height
The Ecoclime panels feature the lowest mounting height in the market 
and are available in two different designs:

Easy installation
Ecoclime comfort ceilings are supplied in stand-
ard dimensions and thus fit standard acoustical 
tile dimensions (such as Parafon, Armstrong 
or Ecophon). Thanks to the low weight (4 kg 
for Active), an installer can install a panel in 
less than 10 minutes. No additional fastening 
required.

Aesthetically pleasing
The Ecoclime panels integrate practically invisibly 
in existing false ceiling systems.

The surface on the underside of the panels can 
also be ordered in any desired colour shade.

Increased flexibility 
The Ecoclime comfort ceilings enhance flexibility as airflow and and/
or noise requirements can be ignored. Any room can be projected and 
utilized to 100%.

Suitable premises
 1 Offices

 1 Commercial buildings

 1 Municipal premises

 1 Industry

 1 Hotel & Conference premises

 1 Hospitals/health care facilities

 1 Schools

Room control
The comfort ceiling power is controlled by regulating the water supply 
according to the control signal from the room thermostat. The system 
can be sequentially controlled with respect to existing radiators.

Material
The Ecoclime comfort ceilings are made entirely in a special polymer 
material used in e.g., modern trains, hence they are 100% recyclable. 

Mounting
The Ecoclime comfort ceilings can be installed in two different ways:

1. Integrated in a false ceiling

2. Suspended in a comfort frame

Passive - 27 mm

Passive comfort panel (27 mm) with the highest power/m2 and 
the lowest power price/m2 in the market.

 

Active - 140 mm

Active comfort panel (140 mm) with the highest passive power/m2 
and the lowest power price/m2.

Miscellane


